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Objective
The purpose of this research is to determine the effectiveness
of Star-P as a tool for exploiting parallelism in high-performance
scientific computing, and eventually contributing to its
functionality—perhaps by porting it to run on other high
performance platforms such as graphics processors.
The most attractive feature of Star-P is that it allows
researchers and scientists to produce code which is capable of
running on high-performance parallel machines, without having
to consider concepts related to parallelism or even leave the
familiarity of their Matlab environment.

What is Star-P?
Star-P (*p) is an interactive parallel computing platform that
gives researchers and scientists the ability to create parallel
programs capable of running on high-performance
architectures without requiring any parallel programming
knowledge. Once installed, the Star-P client connects a
desktop application, such as Matlab, to a parallel server, and
outsources the most computationally intensive operations to it.
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Technical Approach

Ease and Speed of Implementation continued

Our approach to determining the effectiveness of Star-P is to
parallelize existing scientific applications. The procedure and
goals are as follows:

Figure 3 displays the approximate time spent on different
aspects of developing the parallel HIAT using Star-P.
Parallel HIAT Implementation Time
Using Star-P

• Use a diary method to record time spent on different aspects
of parallelization.
• From the results of time spent, determine if there are any
tasks which are difficult for the programmer when using Star-P.
• Using comparative time-for-parallelization and performance
results of two parallel implementations of the same application
(i.e. using Star-P and MPI), create a cost-benefit relationship
from which others can decide if the loss is performance (if any)
is worth the savings in development time.

Detailed review of functions
4 hours

Detailed review of functions
4 hours

Working around operations
that are in development
4 hours
Code modifications
(parallelization)
10 hours

Performance testing and profiling
7 hours

Total Time: ~30 hours

Using Star-P to Aid Hyperspectral Imaging
The first application that we chose for parallelization using StarP is the Hyperspectral Image Analysis Toolkit (HIAT). The
HIAT is a collection of image processing methods for the
analysis of hyperspectral and multispectral images that was
developed by the CenSSIS group at the University of Puerto
Rico at Mayaguez.
Spectral images

Figure 3: Summary of development effort for parallelizing
HIAT using Star-P

Speedup Results
The speed up results shown here come from an execution on
the Teranode system, which contains two dual-core processors
(for a total of 4, 3 of which participated in executing the
algorithms) and has 18GB of RAM. The image being operated
on was approximately a 260MB file, with pixels of double data
type.

Execution Time of HIAT Functions
Figure 1: Connecting workstations to high-performance servers

Semi-automated
parallelization

Star-P allows the user to exploit data parallelism using the *p
operator, and task parallelism using the ppeval function.
More information about Star-P can be found at:
<http://www.interactivesupercomputing.com>
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There are a large number of parallel-Matlab applications
currently in existence.
Each provides a semi-automated
approach and has a different take on what gets parallelized and
how it’s done.
Each approach has its strengths and
weaknesses.

Figure 4: Performance comparison of serial versus Star-P parallelized HIAT
functions
Automated
recombination

Figure 2: Star-P’s approach to semi-automated parallelization

Star-P developers have created a subset of existing Matlab
functions that operate on a new Star-P data type. Tagging
Matlab with *p converts them to the Star-P data type which can
inherently take advantage of parallelism. In this way, existing
code can be modified quite easily to run in parallel, or can still
be executed serially if desired. Also, the distributed Star-P
approach allows the user to worry less about memory
limitations because data can be created across the memories
of each node on the high performance server.
Other current options for parallelization include lower level
approaches such as MPI, OpenMP, or grid computing. These
approaches are likely to achieve larger speedups, but require a
skilled parallel programmer to implement them effectively and
subsequently have a much larger and more costly development
time.

Ease and Speed of Implementation
My first experience using Star-P involved integrating the entire
HIAT (~20 functions) to run with Star-P, and took 30 hours.
The learning curve for using the software is virtually nonexistent except for a few situations.
Not all of the functions benefited greatly from speedup since
their execution time was already very short, but certain sections
of code had to be rewritten to avoid performance degradation.
Degradation in performance is caused by excessive
communication between processors. Ways to avoid excessive
communication are:
• Vectorizing code whenever possible
• Removing loops where conditions must be checked
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• Being conscious of the distribution of data

The results present the execution time for one iteration of each
function. Based on user options, many iterations of each
function may be performed. Also, increasing the image size
causes the Star-P execution time to increase less quickly than
the serial version.

Task Parallelizing Tomosynthesis Reconstruction
Tomosynthesis reconstruction creates a 3D image from
multiple 2D x-rays with the goal of visualizing any tumors that
may be in the body. The serial version of the code takes longer
than is practical, so a parallel MPI version was also created.
However, the process of parallelizing the code using MPI was
time consuming, and we are going to try to achieve the same
results in much less time using Star-P.
A functioning parallelized version of Tomosynthesis
reconstruction was created using Star-P in about 10 hours
(with some extra time with development issues). This is very
useful for creating parallel code with C that can be used from a
Matlab interface.

